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War with Iraq

Governor
eases off
suburban
school cuts

Sealing victory in Iraq
Fall of Tikrit
signals end of
‘major combat’

B Y E RIC K ROL

Associated Press

Daily Herald Political Writer

Gov. Rod Blagojevich’s top budget aides
Monday slightly softened plans to cut suburban school funding by saying they’re
open to one-time transitional money that
would help ease the blow.
But suburban lawmakers and education
officials said the small changes suggested by
the governor’s team still would leave their
schools holding the short end of the stick.
The change comes after Blagojevich said
in last week’s
budget address
that he wants to
cut $210 million
from grant programs that mostly
benefit suburban
schools, including
money for books
and gifted programs.
The
money
instead would go
toward boosting
the state’s spending per student by
$250 to $4,810 a
year. Suburban
districts, considered too wealthy
GILBERT R. BOUCHER II/
D A I L Y H E R A L D under the state’s
complex schoolJohn Filan, budget
funding formula,
director for Gov. Rod
Blagojevich, met with would not get
much of that
the Daily Herald
editorial board Monday. increase.
Blagojevich
Budget Director John Filan told the Daily
Herald editorial board Monday that in light
of that situation, the administration would
consider making available “transitional
funding” to help suburban school districts
whose grants might be cut this year.
Added Deputy Governor Bradley Tusk,
“We would like to be in a position where if
you’re not a clear winner on this thing, you
at very least don’t come out greatly behind
where you were.”
Neither Filan nor Tusk would say how
much transitional money would be available, saying state education officials still are
gathering final figures on how the governor’s budget effects school districts.
That led to criticism from those fighting
to keep suburban school funding intact.
“If they’re suggesting they want to restore
these grants, why not just leave them alone
in the first place,” said Donna Baiocchi,
executive director of ED-RED, which represents 115 districts in suburban Cook, Lake
and DuPage counties.
State Rep. Mark Beaubien Jr., a Barrington
Hills Republican, said restoring the suburban grant money means Blagojevich would
have to come up with the money from
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U.S. Marines celebrated the fall of Tikrit, president Saddam Hussein’s hometown, by waving U.S. and Iraqi flags Monday.

U.S. emphasis shifts to
helping Iraq help itself
B Y T OM R AUM
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — By any
normal gauge, the war with Iraq
is over. Saddam Hussein’s government is gone, all key cities
are seized, major combat is
winding down and two aircraft
carriers are going home.
Yet major questions remain,
including the whereabouts of
Hussein and any weapons of
mass destruction and whether
Iraqis can govern themselves
after decades of one-man rule.
The role of the United Nations
or individual nations in Iraq’s
future also is up in the air. The
United States has invited its
coalition partners to talks on
rebuilding Iraq, but not those
that objected to the war such as
Germany, France and Russia.
Some of these loose ends
could take months or even years
to tie up, analysts suggest.
But for now, nobody is disputing
the
immediacy
or
decisiveness of the allied military successes.
Administration
officials

See CUTS on PAGE 4

basked in the details:
• There have been relatively
few allied casualties: As of
Monday, 118 American and 31
British service members had
died. Four American troops
remained missing. Eight U.S.
prisoners of war were rescued.
• All oil fields in Iraq were
under coalition control. On
Sunday, Kuwaiti firefighters
extinguished the last oil well fire
in southern Iraq. One was still
burning in the north.
• While looting continues and
there are humanitarian concerns, including shortages of
food, water and hospital beds,
there was no mass exodus of
Iraqi refugees.
With the U.S.-British military
victory sealed, the world’s attention was shifting rapidly to the
reconstruction of Iraq.
“Among all the unanswered
questions, the most complex
and most relevant is how the
Iraq people will help themselves
establish some foundation for
democracy,” said Phil Anderson
See FUTURE on PAGE 5
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Food is stockpiled at a mosque in a Baghdad neighborhood. Home to 2 million Shiite Muslims, Saddam
City has practically seceded from the rest of Iraq.

Recent developments
• Major combat in Iraq is
ended and some U.S. forces
are headed home.
• U.S. Marines overran
Iraqis’ last stand at
Hussein’s hometown of
Tikrit.
• All oil fields in Iraq now fall
within areas controlled by
the U.S. coalition.
• Iraqi police and U.S. troops
jointly patrolled Baghdad to
quell looting.
• Suspicious containers

were found at an Iraqi
artillery ammunition plant.
• Two of the five Navy
aircraft carrier battle groups
are heading home.
• An Iraqi nuclear scientist
surrendered to authorities in
a Mideast country.
• The Bush administration
said it will consider
sanctions against Syria.
• Seven rescued U.S.
prisoners of war received
medical treatment in Kuwait.

Saddam Hussein’s hometown
of Tikrit fell Monday with unexpectedly light resistance, the last
Iraqi city to succumb to overpowering U.S.-led ground and
air forces. A senior Pentagon
general said “major combat
engagements” probably are over
in the 26-day-old war.
As fighting wound down, Pentagon officials
disclosed plans
to pull two airPage 2
craft carriers
• The United
from the Persian Gulf. At
States
the same time,
ratcheted up
Iraqi power
pressure on
brokers looked
Syria by
ahead to disthreatening
cussions on a
sanctions.
postwar government at a
U.S.-arranged meeting set for
Tuesday.
“I would anticipate that the
major combat engagements are
over,” Maj. Gen. Stanley
McChrystal told reporters at the
Pentagon. Tikrit fell with no sign
of the ferocious last stand by
Hussein loyalists that some military planners had feared.
Secretary of State Colin Powell
hinted at economic or diplomatic sanctions against Syria,
saying the government is developing a weapons of mass
destruction program and helping Iraqis flee the dying regime.
Syrian officials denied the
charges.
Looting eased in Baghdad
after days of plundering at government buildings, hospitals
and an antiquities museum,
and group of religious and civil
opposition leaders met in the
capital to plan efforts at renewing power, water, security and
other vital services.
American forces found prodigious amounts of Iraqi
weaponry, French-made missiles and Russian anti-tank
rocket launchers among them.
And Army troops discovered
thousands of microfilm cartridges and hundreds of paper
files inside a Baath Party
enclave as the dead regime
began yielding its secrets.
In Tikrit, about 90 miles north
of Baghdad, “There was less
resistance than we anticipated,”
Brig. Gen. Vincent Brooks told
See IRAQ on PAGE 5

Wheeling, Rolling Meadows students taste victory at robotics competition
top 10 at nationals several
times, and twice has earned
second place. This time, though,
WildStang, you made every- dailyherald.com/ez
everything was groovy.
Bookmark our Web page for hyperlinks
body’s hearts sing. Finally.
WildStang beat out nearly 300
The so-named robotics team, to more information
other teams from 36 states and
comprising students from Rolling Meadows-Wheeling team
three foreign countries in a
Rolling Meadows and Wheeling U.S. FIRST robotics competition
Houston, Texas, test of high
high schools, won the grand
school engineering prowess to
championship at the national bing first for a team that’s come conquer the championship.
FIRST Robotics Competition agonizingly close before.
It shares the honor with two
this weekend — a heart-throbWildStang has placed in the teams from Michigan with

B Y E RIN H OLMES
Daily Herald Staff Writer
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Bankruptcy
for American?

The library police

American Airlines said it will
file for bankruptcy protection if
any of its three
main unions do
not ratify concession deals
today that would
save the world’s
largest carrier
$1.8 billion a year.
Section 4.

which it partnered in the finals.
“We always got so close, and
now we finally got it. Everybody’s just relieved beyond
anything else,” said Rolling
Meadows High senior Allen
Hoem, a four-year veteran of
the team who helped operate
the robot. “It’s just such an
enormous feeling inside that
you finally did it.”
The competition requires

Suburban
Living

The Bush administration talks about giving
power back to the states, but Burt Constable notes the USA Patriot Act supersedes all
conflicting state confidentiality laws and
strips away Illinois’ assumption of library
privacy. Page 7.

Local Focus
Filed your taxes yet?
Check which Northwest suburban
post offices will be open until
tonight’s midnight cutoff. Page 3.

Earth tones out;
brighter is better
Fashion experts say
that if you want to
be “in style” this
season, pick up
some vivid key limes,
bold prints and,
quite simply, bright
colors (especially
pink). “Pink is
where it’s at,” one
expert insists. Section 3.

robots to work together in
teams to complete a challenge:
Move special bins to your side
of the playing field while
another robot remains on a
bridge, fighting off mechanical
competitors.
The robots are shuffled into
various such alliances in early
competition, but those reaching
the finals get to choose their
own teams. WildStang this year

performed well enough to earn
a top seed and first pick of its
two final-round partners.
WildStang’s robot, designed
by high school kids and teachers and volunteers from
Motorola, was built to fend off
other robots who tried crossing
the slippery bridge during competition. While the robot
See ROBOT on PAGE 4
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